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Summary

Since beginning my tenure as an instructor in 2017, students would oftentimes question

their grades and why a certain grade would significantly impact their overall grade or not provide

much impact at all. The standard response of “This assignment is part of an overall grade worth

[insert percentage here]” never seemed to satisfy student curiosity. In Fall of 2021, I decided to

implement visual aids in the First Day Handout to better help them understand what each

assignment would look like when they viewed their grade.

Description

In Fall of 2021, with the shift to Brightspace happening, I began to consider how often I

would receive questions from students about the impact of a certain assignment on their grade. It

was difficult for students to understand that the small grade was part of a larger grade that also

tied into an even larger overall grade for the course. I decided to tackle this head-on by making

pie charts for students so they would be able to see the visual representation of their grades. I

made a chart that represented the BASIS FOR THE FINAL GRADE. This chart would equal to

100% total and showed the students the weight and ‘worth’ of their grade in that slice. The larger

the slice of the pie chart, the more impact that assignment or the assignments within that section

would have on the grade.

From there, I took the two major sections of the pie chart that included multiple

assignments - DISCUSSION BOARDS and HOMEWORK - and then broke that down into the

specifics. For DISCUSSION BOARDS, every assignment completed was worth equal weight,

but the visual representation would help students see and understand that a potential low grade



on an assignment would not significantly impact the overall score in that area. In regards to

HOMEWORK, Brightspace allowed for assignments to be weighed by their scores, and that was

a new function for gradebooks, so I wanted to make sure that students could clearly see and refer

back to how much an assignment (or a piece of the pie) was worth if they either did not complete

it or scored low on it. These visual representations, along with the overall class score chart, were

always available to students and they could refer back to them as needed in order to better

understand the weight of their grade and how it might be affected by their work on assignments.

Impact

Students have contacted me less and less in regards to their overall grade and the effect a

certain assignment had on their grade. By having the visual representation, many were able to

more clearly ‘see’ what their grade would look like as opposed to the traditional way of writing

out assignment types and labeling their overall weight for the final grade.

Innovation

Many students, when viewing their First Day Handout, often only see their grade as a

series of percentages and may not understand fully how those percentages will work. By taking

the list of percentages away and instead giving them a visual representation, they are able to

more clearly see and understand what assignment worth is and how completing or not

completing an assignment might affect their overall grade in the course. This allows students to

more fully commit to their work as well because they have a better understanding of their

assignments worth in the course.



Sustainability/Adaptability

Implementing visuals in the First Day Handout was quite a sustainable option in order to

aid student understanding of how the class was graded. I have been consistently adapting this

method to my other courses as well and will be expanding this to also include a spreadsheet

students can use to fill in their grades for each assignment type and it will take the weight and

score and show them their current score. It will include tabs for each major assignment type and

then a tab where students will be able to put in potential scores for essays and the final exam to

gauge what they need to make in order to receive whatever grade they are aiming for achieving

in the course.

Supportive Examples and Evidence

This was the first pie chart students would see - it broke down what each assignment type

was worth in terms of the overall weight on the final grade. Then the two sections of types with

multiple assignments were broken down into smaller chargers that showed the weight of each

assignment in regards to the overall weight of that assignment type. Students also appreciated the

visual representation on the First Day Handout and made many comments about it in their initial

discussion forum that detailed the First Day Handout. (Pictures on the following pages.)







Conclusion

This simple change in the First Day Handout has significantly changed the approach

students have in regards to understanding their grade. By being able to “see” each slice of the pie

and its worth, they better understand why a higher or lower score on an assignment might impact

their grade in a certain way. Going forward, I will be implementing these visuals in all courses I

teach and offering students the chance to have a spreadsheet (with a video explaining how to use



it) to keep up with their grades and place potential scores to understand the work they will need

to put into the course, as well as be able to gauge if missing an assignment will negatively affect

their grade or not.


